Fraternity Findings

By Jim Stolley

The Chi Phi Bohemian party last Saturday night featured what the local Y. J. B. (as the boys term the fraternity) described as a 'real Irish party' on a beach in the Bay State. The old-style dance floor dictated a certain amount of newfangledism to the music, yet the boys managed to dance the night away in style. The dancing continued until 4 a.m., after which the boys adjourned to a beach haven for some good 'boho' talk.

Fire Control

(Continued from Page 1)

sprinkler pipe system is designed to put out a fire before it has a chance to start in the first place. The flow of water through the sprinkler pipe system activates a water turbine, connected to a series of pipes leading to the fire alarm system. The alarm system, signal 2-2-2, informs all employees of the fire and sends them to the nearest fire alarm station instructions as to where to proceed. The alarm systems also make contact through the area. This completes a low-voltage circuit and sets off the alarm throughout the campus. The libraries are equipped with large numbers of fire extinguishers, hand axes, and manual alarm boxes.

No Fire Due to Sabotage

Although equipment, personnel, and unusual vigilance help to make the Tech one of the safest public institutions in the country, the safety department is continually trying to improve and enhance their equipment.

In Dendran's two years here as Safety Engineer, there have been no serious fires. More amazing is the story offered by Professor Earl Hadley, fire marshal during the war. During his term of office there was not a single report of fire due to sabotage.
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GREATEST FLANNEL SUIT VALUE
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Many English Imported Flannels

Many Famous Hockeurn Flannels
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3 Button University Model
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But Delivered to Us Much Too Late.
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United Air Lines

Come From Anywhere

To Harvard

Free Transfer to and from College Daily except Sundays

No Extra Charges

Use your Airline Passes as a Valuable Supplement to your Airline Fare

FLY UNITED AIR LINES
FOR
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Summer Vacation!

On these dates—some days—

Cost is covered by your Airline Pass.

No extra, no charge.

Definitive full-course meals at no extra cost!

If you are coming from New York City or New England, your airfare will be reduced as much as $30.
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